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ABSTRACT Contemporary tourism is facing a lot of challenges. The number of tourists, who are aware and demanding, the quality standards that are being increased, the supplies that are overused in a lot of tourist regions – these are real problems, that tourist destinations need to face. In such conditions, it is impossible to manage tourism efficiently without any long-term strategy, that sets realistic but also ambitious goals, marks out the directions of the development and measures the level of the achievement of the goals in a countable way. As the competition on the tourist market is very demanding, it is important for the destination to follow present-day trends that promote the idea of sustainability. The theory of sustainable tourism management has been presented in the article, as well as the advantages of its introducing in the process of gaining competitiveness. Most of tourist destinations and agglomerations already has the instruments to do it, they only need to be integrated into a system, that would enable monitoring sustainable tourism development.

The biggest challenge that the global tourism sector faces is sustainability.
Tourism continues to grow exponentially – an average of 5 percent a year since 2010 – and by 2030, we expect international tourists to reach 1.8 billion. We simply cannot ignore these facts and let the sector grow unmanaged.
UNWTO Secretary-General Taleb Rifai

Introduction

Contemporary tourism is a very complex phenomenon. Depending on the perspective (economical, sociological, psychological) it influences regions, cities, local societies and individuals. The scale of the phenomenon has dynamically increased, exceeding 1 billion of international arrivals in the XXI century, which generated the need of aware, strategic and long term management in tourism field.
The primary aim of the article is to present the possibilities of managing tourism phenomenon by introducing sustainable tourism indicators system. The particular objectives are indicating connections between tourism and globalization processes and emphasising the need of knowledge based management in this context, as well as pointing out the influence of sustainable management on tourism product and its competitiveness. The practical aspiration was showing existing examples of possible stakeholders group that could support introducing sustainable tourism management system on the example of Poznan agglomeration.

Challenges for tourism in the 21st century in the age of global knowledge-based tourism economy

The present-day tourism is global. There are many argument to support this. Quantitative structure and growth dynamics of tourism may be the first of them. The number of international arrivals since 2012 has surpassed 1 billion worldwide, and the growth dynamic remains steady, ensuring its further development. Data illustrating the above statements were compiled in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>674.0</td>
<td>809.0</td>
<td>949.0</td>
<td>994.0</td>
<td>1,039.0</td>
<td>1,078.0</td>
<td>1,133.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>386.6</td>
<td>453.2</td>
<td>489.4</td>
<td>520.6</td>
<td>540.9</td>
<td>566.1</td>
<td>580.1</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and Pacific</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>205.4</td>
<td>218.4</td>
<td>233.6</td>
<td>249.7</td>
<td>264.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>133.3</td>
<td>150.1</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>167.5</td>
<td>181.6</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In 2015, a decrease in the volume of travel by 6.4% was observed in the African region compared to 2014, which can most certainly be associated with the threat to security due to terrorist attacks.


The United Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) predicts an increase in the number of international arrivals up to 1.8 billion in 2030 (UNWTO, 2015 Edition). Therefore, from the quantitative point of view, seeing tourism as a global phenomenon cannot be disputed. Qualitative analysis of the phenomenon of tourism leads to similar results: the passive and mass model of tourism described as 3S (Sea, Sun, Sand) led to the development of many new and more niche kinds of tourism (cultural, active, sports, health, and extreme). The number of potential tourist destinations worldwide is difficult to define. More and more countries begin to compete on the tourism market, offering innovative products and climbing in the statistics of number of visits by tourists (United Arab Emirates, Malaysia, Thailand, China). The worldwide tourism emission market is also undergoing revolutionary changes. Just a few years ago, countries separated from the tourism market for political, economic, or other reasons now begin to hold a significant share of this market. According to current statistics of expenditure on tourism, the Chinese are the first, followed by the
Germans, the Americans, the British, and the Russian citizens (UNWTO Tourism Highlights, 2015 Edition). Globalization of tourism also means its availability from the perspective of an individual tourist: thanks to the development of technology the ability to search and compare tourist offers has become common worldwide. Thanks to low-cost airlines and long-distance ones the world is becoming a “global village”, and the importance of spatial distance has decreased significantly.

To sum up reflections regarding the influence of tourism on globalization and vice versa it should be pinpointed that:

– tourism phenomenon and globalization processes are strongly related,
– globalization understood as a technological development raised the availability of tourism mostly because of the Global Distribution Systems Development and transport facilities,
– globalization understood as an internationalization or decreasing importance of traditional meaning of territory led to the appearance new tourist destinations and tourist emission regions,
– the increasing number of tourist may become disadvantage of tourism development in some destinations (cities – f.ex Venice, Barcelona, coastal regions – Andalucia Spain, island countries – Balearic Islands, national parks and reservations etc.).

These mentioned points lead to conclusion that operating on tourism market in the 21st century enforces strategic and conscious planning, based on gaining competitive advantage through comprehensive knowledge. P. Drucker said that while knowledge may not become the only source of competitive advantage, it will be the most important one (Drucker, 1999). Knowledge-based economy is creation based on using information and knowledge. The more complex the environment in which an enterprise, organization, or destination has to operate, the greater the importance of information and knowledge as well as competence in developing competitive advantage.

In recent years there has been a change in the perception of tourism product and, consequently, a change in regional tourism management. Cities and regions of today are perceived as comprehensive tourism products. A considerable challenge in the strategic approach to their growth is the competition between cities/areas for desirable social opinions and feelings (Glińska, 2011). It expresses the values represented by a given destination and the experience it has to offer (Devashish, 2011). The value may be a key word in this process – especially when the resources are converted into values.

Apart from the global nature of tourism, rational use of resources can be a significant challenge for service providers and organizers active on the tourism market. A resource in tourism can represent diverse components of environment and values. An obvious division is to distinguish natural resources (such as climatic conditions, environmental status, hydrological conditions and resources, terrain layout) and anthropogenic, or cultural resources, such as architectural landmarks and cultural events. Resources can also be divided into tangible and intangible, the latter of which often contribute to shaping competitive advantage in tourism. It can be due to the ambiance of the place, its aforementioned brand, understood as the “sum of emotional advantages” (Mikołajczyk, 2010/2011), or well-displayed local culture and identity. People are also a resource, particularly important in a service-based economy such as tourism economy. The report “Attitudes of Europeans towards Tourism” presents gathered opinions of international tourists in Europe which confirm the
importance of factors mentioned previously. The respondents named the natural features (climate, landscape, nature, etc.) as the most important factor influencing attractiveness of tourist destination (44%). It was followed by the quality of accommodation (31%), then price level and historical and cultural attractions (26% each), and attitudes towards tourists (22%). The latter parameter often seems to be underestimated, whereas in this survey tourists rated it higher than the quality of transport and catering infrastructure or facilities and amenities. Respect towards the above resources and their responsible management may determine the long-term success of a destination.

The concept of sustainable development presents an idea of striking a balance between economic values (profit understood as growth), social and environmental ones, and broadly understood order (space). Sustainable tourism management requires profound analysis of the supplies of a given tourist destination in order to define the profile of tourist destination and its development paths. Sustainable tourism management in this case can be called “knowledge based management”.

The concept of sustainable management of tourism in a region and the tourism product competitiveness

Modern conceptions for the growth of tourism, promoted by governmental and non-governmental, global and local organizations, unequivocally indicate that sustainable development, or – regarding the classification of types of tourism – sustainable tourism is the only path of growth for tourism in the 21st century due to its mass nature and the expectations of potential tourists. There are many definitions of sustainable tourism in literature. It is in line with the theory of sustainable growth as such, and its essence seems to be harmonious cooperation and development of tourism on three levels (dimensions) – economic, social, and environmental. Therefore, sustainable tourism is not simply care for the environment but also for long-term economic growth and social justice (Swarbrooke, 1998).

Respect to resources in a sustainable system can be achieved by such growth where meeting the needs now will not limit the capability of meeting the needs of future generations (Weaver, 2007). Sustainable growth means activities based on retaining the long-term ability to use resources, and even the protection of the latter. The development of the phenomenon of tourism to such an extent is advantageous and desirable for a region, as it can significantly affect the competitiveness of the region and the perception of its comprehensive tourism product.

In the traditional approach, the notion of competitiveness was reserved for enterprises or material products, for which objective values such as turnovers, incomes, assets, etc. could be presented. Nowadays, much attention is paid to competitiveness in a broader sense: among other things, the competitiveness of cities and regions from the point of view of investment potential, quality of life of residents, and attractiveness for tourists as well. It seems relevant that “competitiveness of spatial patterns can be defined as the most effective use of existing resources and innovations in planning and implementation of growth directions” (Kosiedowski, 2002). This theory can be supported with the opinion of Kotler, who believes that the activity which is appropriate from the strategic point of view of entities operating in a market economy is more important than an activity yielding immediate profit (Kotler, 2005). In the above definitions, such terms as “most
effective” or “long-term” seem to announce the theory of sustainable growth, the pillars of which (socio-cultural, economic, and natural environments) are the main planes on which tourism regions compete against one another. It can thus be said that achieving sustainable growth can contribute to an increase in the competitiveness of the tourism reception area, since competitive advantage is built on the relation between resources and conditions which can be taken advantage of in the given area. Thus, preservation of natural and social resources may contribute to increasing the tourism attractiveness of a region (Niezgoda, 2008). In his concept of tourist motivation factors, Professor L. Kozioł distinguishes motivators such as natural an environmental values, hygienic factors — including management of tourism and image of a destination — and demotivators which discourage tourists from a given destination, the chief of which is environmental pollution (Kozioł, 2013). This perspective becomes even more important when we analyse the priority of competitiveness of tourism destinations presented, for instance, in the model created by J.R.B. Ritchie and G.I. Crouch, in which competitiveness and sustainable growth are mutually tied with each other. In this model, priority areas are indicated, which contribute to sustainable and competitive growth of tourist destinations. Such areas include destination management, politics, planning and development, as well as multi-aspect micro- and macro-environment (Alejziak, 2009).

**Management of competitive development of tourism by monitoring strategic assumptions and pillars of sustainable growth using indicator methods**

A competitive tourism product on the 21st-century market is an innovative, diverse, and coherent product. It is also a product created with respect to natural and cultural environment, and the functioning local community standards. Sustainable growth of tourism in a region is associated with many issues of growth, even those which significantly affect the quality of life evaluation in both common and statistical context (OECD Indicators). Respect towards natural environment,
which is one of the aspect of the development of sustainable tourism, is desirable both from the point of view of regional growth and the every-day perception of residents’ quality of life. In order to meet the above challenges at the local level, it is necessary to make rational decisions, which are more likely to succeed when they are supported by a thorough analysis based on reliable and objective information gathered through a system of indicators. An efficient tool for sustainable management of monitoring the growth of tourism in a region, suggested by the European Committee, is the European Tourism Indicator System. It was developed and published as part of the realization of the objectives to strengthen the position of Europe (European Union) as the leading tourist destination. Sustainable management of tourism enables assessing the absorbability of a given region, or the level to which tourism can be developed so that the harmony between the visited environment and tourists is preserved, in the environmental, economic, and social context. The aim of sustainable management of tourism is to achieve a broadly understood balance in the growth of tourism, retaining the most beneficial possible relation of profit and loss (inevitable in the case of mass tourism) for the potential region of tourist reception, while enabling the realization of all functions and goals planned by tourists while maximizing their satisfaction.

The concept of the ETIS system concerns the implementation of management of sustainable tourism by gathering and monitoring information based on a system of indicators, and thus diagnosing the problems in the growth of tourism, which may be an independent system or complement the system of tourism monitoring already present in the destination (such as, in Poznań, the Poznański Barometr Turystyczny). Four groups of indicators can be distinguished in this system, applicable to different areas of human life and functioning of a region: destination management, economic value, effect on society and culture, and impact on the environment. Table 2 presents selected indicators and their meters in the ETIS, along with the evaluation of the usefulness of measuring sustainable growth of urban agglomerations.

Table 2. Chosen indicators of ETIS and the evaluation of their usefulness for measuring sustainable growth in urban agglomerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section I: Destination Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria and example of indicators:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Sustainable Tourism Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Percentage of the destination with sustainable strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Customer Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Percentage of visitors satisfied with their overall experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Percentage of return visitors (within 5 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Information and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The percentage of visitors who note that they are aware of destination sustainability effort</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation of the usefulness of a group of indicators for measuring sustainable growth in an urban agglomeration:**

The presented indicators give a general idea of the awareness of the need to implement sustainable growth strategies in tourism in a given destination and show the tourists’ level of satisfaction. It is of significant value for the planning of strategic development of tourism on a complex, global market, where the quantitative approach seems to be replaced by the qualitative one. Currently, many destinations face the issue of decreased quality of tourism product due to overcrowding (Barcelona, Venice). Many destinations focus on the quantitative characteristic and defining the demographic and economic profile of tourists and their consumption model, marginalizing the issue of evaluating their satisfaction. Taking into account the fact that the European Tourism Indicator System can be flexibly developed, using the given indicators as main guidelines, their structure can be freely developed depending on the nature of the destination. It seems important to investigate the perception of activities for sustainable growth in order to possibly intensify them or make them more visible.
Section II: Economic Value

Criteria and example of indicators:
1. Tourism Flow
   - Number of tourist nights per night
   - Number of same day visitors
   - Daily spending per same day visitor and tourist
2. Tourism Enterprise(s) Performance
   - Average length of stay
   - Occupancy rate in commercial accommodation per month and average for year
3. Quantity and Quality of Employee
   - Direct tourism employment as % of total employment
4. Tourism Supply Chain
   - Percentage of tourism enterprises taking steps to source local, sustainable and fair trade goods
   - Percentage of tourism enterprises sourcing 25% of local products

The demonstration of the role of tourism in the economic growth of a region, is the most important argument for the growth of tourism. The presented indicators objectively present the current situation and may suggest further paths for growth. They also draw attention to the frequently underestimated values on the tourism market, such as local delivery chains. The development of intra-regional cooperation to provide services for tourists and one-day visitors through the development of a local delivery chain may directly contribute to the growth of local economy.

The level of employment in the tourism sector depends on the developmental level of this phenomenon in the region. It may also be an argument for supporting the development of tourism at the strategic planning level, especially in the context of preventing unemployment among young people, who are the largest percentage of workforce in the tourism services sector. The qualitative and quantitative structure of the tourists’ stay at the destination, which can be described using the indicators measuring tourist flow is also highly valuable information, which may contribute to accurate profiling of a tourist product and addressing it to a desired target sector.

Section III: Social and Cultural Impact

Criteria and example of indicators:
1. Community/social impact
   - Number of tourists per 100 residents
   - Percentage of residents who are satisfied with tourism in the destination
2. Gender Equality
   - Percentage of tourism enterprises where the general manager is held by woman
3. Equality/Accessibility
   - Percentage of commercial accommodation and tourist attractions accessible to people with disabilities
4. Protecting and Enhancing Cultural Heritage, Local Identity and Assets
   - Percentage of residents who have positive (or negative) views on the impact of tourism on destination identity

Evaluation of the usefulness of a group of indicators for measuring sustainable growth in an urban agglomeration:
Parallel to the process of regional integration in the European Union, there are activities to promote and advertise local identities, present individuality and various values, which make individual regions unique. In the global age, it seems advisable to expose the local values and, in consequence, strengthen the local cultural identity. Equal rights and equalization of opportunities can take various forms (gender, disability, age). The social policy of the European Union promotes activities leading to the inclusion of all groups to function in the society on equal rights. In Poland, there is still very much left to do in this matter. It is therefore even more significant to monitor the situation regarding accessibility of tourism services for persons with disabilities and other limitations in the region which aspires to develop its tourism function.

The indicator concerning the number of tourists in comparison to the number of residents, along with the indicators of tourist capacity and absorbability may deliver invaluable information regarding the intensification of tourist flow in individual periods of time, manage the structure of the tourist flow, and diagnose possible problems, e.g., associated with overcrowding in the peak season. Sustainable growth is, simply speaking, a harmonious growth combining interests of all groups without conflict, contributing to the improvement in quality of life and not threatening this value. The resultant of indicators from this group is a good source of information for planning the strategic product growth.

Section IV: Environmental Impact

Criteria and example of indicators:
1. Reducing Transport Impact
   - Percentage of tourists and same day visitors using different modes of transport
   - Percentage using local transport
2. Solid Waste Management
   - Volume of waste recycled
3. Energy Usage
   – Energy consumption per tourist night compared to general population energy consumption
4. Landscape and Biodiversity Management
   – Percentage of destination protected areas

Evaluation of the usefulness of a group of indicators for measuring sustainable growth in an urban agglomeration:
At present, the care of natural environment seems not just an obvious value but also an obligation. It is one of the key components of sustainable growth. In the context of the growth of tourism, the care for natural environment is doubly important since the relation between tourism and nature is a feedback loop. Natural assets, natural environment, clean, not polluted nature, air – these are all values sought after by tourists, showing the quality and attractiveness of a tourist attraction. Thus, tourism benefits from sustainable growth in the context of ecological values. However, its mass and uncontrolled growth may greatly upset this balance. The importance of monitoring the status of the environment of a tourist destination and the effect of tourism growth on this status seems obvious and impossible to overestimate now.

Source: autor’s own work based on European Tourism Indicators... (2013).

ETIS is a flexible tool which seems to analyse the most significant areas of functioning of tourism destinations. It is also the newest system of indicators for measuring sustainable growth, but obviously not the only one. For example, it is worth mentioning here the earlier project, of Scandinavian origin, the Network Evolution for Sustainable Tourism (NEST), comprised of 21 indicators; the indicator system suggested by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO); sustained growth indicators advocated by the World Tourism and Travel Council (WTTC), or a similar system of indicators by OECD – the Measuring Competitiveness in Tourism. There are also many sets of indicators of sustainable growth in a general sense, not dedicated for any specific industry but rather comprehensive measurement of sustainable growth on the scale from local to nation-wide. It is enough to name here the sustainable growth indicators of the World Bank, OECD or, on the national scale the Indicators of Sustainable Growth of Poland (GUS).

Implementation possibilities for a sustainable growth management system in the Poznań agglomeration

The strength of ETIS is its form of a manual, in which the decision-makers in charge of a destination may find suggestions on the implementation procedure for sustainable management of tourism. Among other things, ETIS includes a suggestion of an executive group composition, which is on the one hand flexible and permits adaptation to the conditions of the region, while on the other provides a comprehensive membership and covers all the areas of competence monitored by ETIS. What seems of particular importance is the interdisciplinary character of the stakeholders’ group. Apart from various competences (culture, nature, management), there is an added value in the form of a varied organizational character and belonging to either the private or public sector, performing both commercial and scientific activities. The Poznań Tourism Organization (Poznańska Organizacja Turystyczna), operating in the Poznań metropolitan area, is an association of local governments (the City of Poznań and 23 local governments of neighbouring municipalities), local government organizational units (Municipal Transport Company in Poznań), hotels and travel agents, restaurants and cultural institutions, as well as universities and enterprises. The above structure enables gathering interdisciplinary data and, in relation to ETIS, to monitor the majority of indicators of sustainable growth of tourism. Moreover, supplementing its structures with
members of the Poznań Metropoly (Metropolia Poznań) association could allow to increase the study area in both territorial and substantive terms (8 additional local government units).

Table 3 presents the compilation of structures in the case of the Poznań aTourism Organization and Poznan metropolitan association.

**Table 3. Example of the structure of units involved in the system of sustainable structural management taking into account the Poznań Tourism Organization and Poznań Metropoly Association**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure suggested in ETIS (stakeholders)</th>
<th>Members of PLOT (Poznań Local Tourism Organization)</th>
<th>Members of the Metropolitan Poznań Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private sector representative – e.g. head of local hotel association</td>
<td>Private sector PLOT members’ representative</td>
<td>Representatives of hoteliers and travel agents operating in the metropolitan area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Management Organization</td>
<td>Executive Board of PLOT</td>
<td>PLOT, Department of Tourism and Sport of the Marshal’s Office, Tourist Organization of Greater Poland, local government units of the associated areas whose competences include the tasks related to tourism policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism Authority</td>
<td>Polish Chamber of Toruism – Greater Poland Chapter in Poznań, Greater Poland Chapter of Gastronomy</td>
<td>Polish Chamber of Toruism – Greater Poland Chapter in Poznań, Greater Poland Chapter of Gastronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational institution</td>
<td>University of Economy, Department of Tourism (PLOT member)</td>
<td>University of Economy, Department of Tourism Poznań University of Technology, Faculty of Engineering Management, Department of Entrepreneurship and Business Communication, University School of Physical Education in Poznań, Faculty of Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization concerned with preservation of culture &amp; heritage</td>
<td>Marshal’s Office – Department of Culture Voivodeship Office for Protection of Monuments Cultural institutions associated in PLOT: Brama Poznania ICHOT (Gate of Poznań: Interactive Centre of the History of Ostrów Tumski), Cultural Centre “Zamek”</td>
<td>Marshal’s Office – Department of Culture Voivodeship Office for Protection of Monuments Local government units responsible for the management of culture, Cultural institutions operating in the metropolitan area, not associated in PLOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government transport department</td>
<td>Marshal’s Office – Department of Transport, Municipal Transport Company; additionally – Ławica Airport</td>
<td>Local government units with competences in selected issues: according to the territory of the Poznań metropolitan area, to supplement the members of PLOT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government Climate Department</td>
<td>Marshal’s Office – Department of Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local government water and sewage provider</td>
<td>Aquanet sp z o.o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization concerned with protection of the local environment</td>
<td>Marshal’s Office – Department of Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own research.

**Conclusions**

In the age of global economy, the competitiveness of a tourist reception area depends on a number of factors: natural and cultural values, ambiance of the place, quality and innovativeness of the tourism product. The theory of sustainable growth of the region, in strict terms, and
of sustainable growth of tourism in a given area set ambitious goals in the form of rational use of resources and striking a balance between economic value and socio-cultural and natural environment. ETIS, the system presented in this paper is one of many possible solutions; however, it is an ordered structure with a broad spectrum of indicators, which enable the observation and diagnosis of growth of tourism in a region in its various spheres of influence. Moreover, supplementing this system with already existing (like the Tourism Barometer in the case of Poznań) or new indicators (of competitiveness or innovativeness) may result in a comprehensive diagnostic and prognostic tool. The Poznań agglomeration, similar to other Polish cities, seems to already have ready-made tools at the level of institutions, which only require an integrative approach. The activity of Local Tourism Organizations, associating members from various disciplines, provides a basis for the implementation of comprehensive tools for the management of tourism in the region.
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